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H-TYPE CLOCK TREE COMBINED WITH COMPLEX BUFFER TREE
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In integrated circuits (IC) the clock is playing a very special role. With daily increasing IC complexity
and need of higher working frequencies, clock reliability of circuits is becoming more and more important as the
bad design of clock routing can cause skew or big power consumption etc. Skew happens due to disturbance in
synchronization of different flops on a single clock, it also happens if flops in the same design running on
multiple clocks (including several local clocks) are not synchronized. There are several requirements based on
this that the clock of IC needs to satisfy, like small skew, less power consumption, small fluctuations etc.
For meeting clock requirements, the best way is to create a good and reliable clock connection (so-called
clock tree) and do better clock routing. Some types of clock trees are buffer tree and H-tree each of which has its
advantages and disadvantages.
In this paper a new approach to clock tree synthesis is described. The main idea of the suggested method
is to combine less power consumption of the H-tree method and better results of timing QoR of the buffer tree
method.
Usage of the suggested method gives the opportunity of having an advantage in power consumption by
9% compared with the buffer tree method while having improvements of timing QoR by 5% compared with the
H-tree method.
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Introduction
With Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology scaling, delays of wires and gates are
changing in opposite ways. Gates based on more advanced technology nodes imply less output
switching delay. On the other hand, metal wires began to impact more on the overall delay with
decreasing their thickness. Wire delay is dominating in circuit performance for advanced nodes [1].
An increase in interconnecting wire parasitic features is directly impacting power consumption, timing
and other features of the entire IC.
Meanwhile, more and faster increase of IC working frequency is leading to have better clock
routing inside the chip. The clock of ICs is to ensure that all parts of sequential circuits are working in
accordance and respective to each other.
Requirements to the clock can be splinted into two classes:
1. Constraints that ensure every flip-flop makes a forward move from the previous step to the
next step when the clock is “on”. This constraint is known as “setup”.
2. Constraint to ensure that every flip-flop is not making more than one step from the previous
state to the next step of the clock “on” time. This is known as “hold”
Each flip-flop has one setup and one hold constraint in design where at least one logic path does
exist.
For having better and synchronized operating of flip-flops in big designs, it is critical to make
sure that the clock gets distributed evenly to all sequential elements in a design. For being able to
reach the clock from the root of it to every flip-flop, different techniques are used, some of them are:
1. H-type clock tree synthesis where nets are splitting into “H” like branches from clock root and
are getting to each input of flip-flop
2. Buffer tree, where every previous “level” is separated with buffers.
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Clock tree synthesis buffer tree style
Buffer insertion reduces wire delay by restoring signal level. Delay of critical paths could be
reduced by applying buffer insertion on long wires. Important parameter in buffer insertion is a
minimum distance between inserted buffers on wire which brings to delay reduction compared to the
same wire without buffers. As it is described above, node scaling wire delay with technology
increases, so it brings to minimization of minimum buffer insertion distance.
Buffer cells could be used in two ways for wire delay decreasing. (Figure 1).

Fig.1 Buffer insertion variants

Figure 1(a) demonstrates usage of a big centralized buffer which drives flip-flops while Figure
1(b) shows buffer distribution on wire forming a tree. First method is effective from skew optimization
point of view. In second case it is very important to use buffer cells with the same delay. Also, it is
important to equalize the load for each cell. Difference in load may bring to skew existence which can
impact on circuit timing and functionality. Even if buffers and loads are equalized in buffer tree, clock
skew may still exist in network due to On Chip Variations (OCV). To reduce OCV effect it is
recommended to use same buffer cells layout and place them one after another in same chip location.
Distributed buffer insertion strongly impacts on chip area and power consumption because of big
count of cells in tree. To reduce power the method of buffer sizing is used. The higher the output load
is the bigger buffer is needed. The output load may be decreased by adding another level in buffer tree.
Number of buffers should be increased in advanced nodes. Usage of big buffer count will bring
to thermal problems related to power consumption. There is an activity [2] where construction of
buffer trees is performed with considerations not only of delay but of power also. In our work [3] we
presented timing model of creating independent symmetrical structure for better runtime and skew
minimization with aligning and also wiring structure instead of only buffer cells. The work [4] focuses
on optimization of clock buffer tree by reducing buffer cell counting to save power consumption of
clock trees.
There is also method to reduce OCV impact on buffer trees called clock mesh. A clock mesh is
a grid of wires which are connected to outputs of clock buffers. If one of buffers in tree switches
before others it is slowed down by other later switching cells. If one cell switches later than others,
then its signal level will be repaired by other switching cells. Structure is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Clock mesh example
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Clock mesh may need custom design which will impact on runtime. Also, clock meshes
increases power of chips due to additional routings connected to highly switching signal. Shorts are
representing extra capacity which must charge and discharge every clock cycle.
H-Tree Clock Distribution Networks
Another type of clock distribution meshes is H-tree structure. This is a highly symmetrical
structure which can have better control over clock skew for the clock domains with many flip-flops.
This is perfectly balanced network with one large central driver and recursive H-style structure
to match wire-lengths (Figure 3).

Fig. 3 H-style tree structure

The process of building H-Tree can mainly be divided into three major steps.
The initial starting step for H-Tree generation is defining the clock root pin for which the
structure will be created. After this step, the placement step is taking place. Here, based on pre-created
locations, high drive clock cells (these can be 94 drive, 128 drive cells) are placed. These cells
locations are being defined by considering the integrated circuit block requirements.
The next stage is the clock tree actual wire routing. In this stage for clock routes, specific nondefault rules are assigned to metals and they are set for not to touch. Also, few more rules are used for
routes like using higher metal layers for routing and usage of as straight routes as possible to minimize
clock skew etc.
Non-default routing rules (NDR) are special rules that are applied on clock routing metals to
address electromigration constraints and reduce parasitic and delay variations. These routed shapes are
commonly wider and have more space. However, their different parameters lead to larger capacitance
and dynamic power usage.
Among different works on NDR routing for clock signal nets, represented work [5] shows
another approach to routing with smart non-defaults rules. In the represented approach, NDM rules are
applied on selected clock net segments while overall skew, delay and electromigration remains
maintained.
After upper described points, H-Tree points are indicated as anchor points where sink balancing
will be done from to ensure target latency and skew.
H-type clock tree combined with complex buffer tree
For overcoming the issue of clock network power consumption basic H-tree clock tree synthesis
is used. But daily increasing IC complexity and transistor density bring additional on-chip variation
(OCV). OCV stands for on-chip variation of the IC process and typically used in Static Timing
Analysis (STA) to encounter local variation for process nodes. In general, OCV using derate for
different types of paths such as data path and clock path. It is obvious that in big designs OCV can
cause an unfixable timing issue. It is becoming violent in the case of high-frequency design.
Moreover, the clock period of the IC is determined by adding the worst-case clock jitter value to the
longest delay between any two sequentially adjacent flip-flops in the circuit [6]. Above mentioned
variation can force to reduce clock frequency in the design.
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Timing based issues can be fixed by a complex buffer tree structure, as a basic buffer tree can
have the same issues related to the timing. Connecting all outputs from the same level of the buffer
tree will synchronize all buffers output, but as a result, dramatic increase of power consumption will
be explored.
To overcome both timing critical issues and high-power consumption a combined technique is
used which increases clock tree synthesis complexity but at the same time combines the advantages of
the above-mentioned techniques. Combined technique cut out the most of the OCV influence on the
clock network with increased power consumption which meets the criteria of expected power
consumption.
But the resistance of wire has been increased with high frequency and scaled-down technology
and it directly impacts power consumption by increasing it.
The suggested technique uses a new combination of H-tree and complex buffer combination. It
mainly consists of two major parts (Figure 4)

Fig. 4 H-tree and complex buffer insertion steps

In the beginning, the H-tree structure is created with top metals. This will ensure low power
consumption but it causes time loss. For having better timing, after every three level, buffer tree is
inserted and connected with via-ladders. Outputs of buffers are shortened afterwards.
The basic structure of the clock network in the proposed method can be described with Figure 5

Fig. 5 Structure for proposed method

Experimental results
To demonstrate suggested method efficiency, three types of clock tree are tested on design with
about 500k cells. Experimental results are presented in Table 1. Based on results we can see that by
using the suggested method, power consumption is decreased by 9% compared with the pure buffer
tree method but timing (maximum clock transition time) parameters are worsened by 11%.
Compared with the H-tree method, timing parameters are better by 5%, but power consumption
is higher by 7%.
Table 1
Experimental results for 3 types of clock tree
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It is seen from Table 1 that CPU runtime for suggested method is higher than comples buffer
tree CPU runtime and H-tree CPU runtime. There is difference in CPU runtime because in suggested
method two steps of clock tree creation is done – H-tree synthesis at first and buffer tree element
insertion at proper places.

Conclusion
In this paper we presented another opproach to clock tree synthesis which shows that by using
proper combination of H-type clock tree and buffer tree either timing (clock max transition time)
improvements or less power consumption can be achieved.
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ДЕРЕВО СИНХРОНИЗАЦИИ H-ТИПА В СОЧЕТАНИИ СО СЛОЖНЫМ
БУФЕРНЫМ ДЕРЕВОМ
С.С. Абазян
Ереванский государственный университет

В интегральных схемах (ИС) синхросигнал играет особую роль. С ежедневным
увеличением сложности ИС и необходимости в более высоких рабочих частотах надежность
тактовых схем становится все более важной, поскольку неправильная трассировка
синхросигнала может привести к асинхронности, большому энергопотреблению и т. п.
Асинхронность возникает из-за нарушения синхронизации нескольких триггеров, а также если
триггеры в одном устройстве, оперирующие на нескольких синхросигналах (включая
несколько локальных синхросигналов), не синхронизированы. Исходя из этого, существует
несколько требований, которым должны удовлетворять синхросигналы ИС, такие как
небольшая асимметрия, меньшее энергопотребление, небольшие колебания и т. д.
Наилучшим способом для удовлетворения требований к синхросигналам является
улучшенная трассировка и создание хорошего и надежного соединения сигналов (так
называемое дерево синхронизации). Буферное дерево и дерево H-типа являются видами дерева
синхросигнала, каждое из которых имеет свои преимущества и недостатки.
В этой статье описан новый подход к синтезу дерева синхронизации. Основная идея
предлагаемого метода состоит в том, чтобы объединить меньшее энергопотребление метода Hдерева и лучшие результаты синхронизации QoR метода буферного дерева.
Использование предложенного метода дает возможность получить преимущество в
энергопотреблении на 9% по сравнению с методом буферного дерева при одновременном
улучшении QoR синхронизации на 5% по сравнению с методом дерева H-типа.
Ключевые слова: дерево синхронизации, буферное дерево, дерево синхронизации Hтипа, энергосбережение.
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